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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF CLOSURE BOLTS FOR SHIPPING CASKS*

Gerald C. Mok and Larry E. Fischer
Fission Energy and Systems Safety Program

Lawrence Uvermore National Laboratory
Uvermore, CaUfomia

ABSTRACT stress analysis method for the closure bolts of shipping
This paper identifies the active forces and moments in a casks, this work was undertaken. The approach taken was

closure bolt of a shipping cask. It examines the interac- to apply existing knowledge and understanding of the be-
tions of these forces/moments and suggests simplified havior of bolted joints to the special design conditions and
methods for their analysis. The paper also evaluates the requirements of closure bolts for shipping casks.
role that the forces and moments play in the structural in- The Federal regulation for the packaging and transporta-
tegrity of the closure bolt and recommends stress limits tion of radioactive material (OF'R, 1992) imposes strict
and desirable practices to ensure its integrity, limits on the permissible leakage of radioactive material

through the containment system of shipping casks. The
IN TR OD U CTI O N limits are to be maintained undera specified set of normal

Bolts are widely used for joints and closures. A volumi- conditions of transport as well as under a set of hypotheti-
nous literature exists concerning the behavior and design of cal accident conditions. To meet the leakage limits, all
bolts and bolted joints. The original report of this work components of the bolted joint, which consist of the cask
(Mok, Fischer, and Hsu, 1993) contains a list of existing wall, the closure lid, the closure bolts, and the gasket of
publications on the subject. No publications, however, the containment system, must first be structurally sound
have specifically addressed the design needs of closure bolts
for shipping casks. For example, Appendix XII (Design unt,er the normal and the hypothetical conditions of trans-
Considerations for Bolted Flange Connections) of the port. The present paper, however, deals only with the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III structural integrity of the closure bolts and not the other
(ASME, 1989) has pointed out that the established ASME components. An adequate design of the bolted closure will
stress ,',rlalysis procedure in Appendix XII for bolted flanges need similar attention to the structural integrity of the
may not be applicable to situations with high temperatures other components. Moreover, the leaktight quality of the
and large (flange) diameters, which are two conditions that joint would depend on the selection of bolt preload and gas-
may be present in bolted closure joints of shipping casks, kets or seals.

In addition to high temperatures and large closure, closure To establish the necessary stress analysis method and cri-
bolts in shipping casks may experience severe axial and teria for the closure bolts, this paper identifies first the ma-
transverse impact loads. In view of the need for a specific jor forces and moments in a closure bolt and their possible

causes. The paper then discusses the interactions and the
*This work was supported by the United States Nuclear Regula- significance of these forces and moments in the structural
tory Commission under a Memorandum of Understanding with integrity of the closure bolts. The discussion continues
the United States Department of Energy. into the specification of analysis methods, stress limits,
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/ Closureoo_t
and desirable practices in the design and use of closure F __./ l

bolts. Stress limits are defined for both the normal and the ,_ "" l L ;,_Dheoa×,aLIoa0hypothetical conditions of transport. Details of the devel-
opment and basis of the presented information are not
included but can be found in the original report (Mok,
Fischer, and Hsu, I993).

.
S

BOLT FORCES AND MOMENTS AC)pl,eclsheariOaCl
Figure! depictsa typicalshippingcaskwitha bolted

closure.Figure2 illustratesallmajorforcesand moments

that a bolt in the closure joint may experience at various u I -" osure,,a
times in its life. The forces and moments can include an Iaxial (tensile) force, a transverse (shear) force, a bending

moment, and a torsional moment. [ [

L___._.._J
Closure "_

Bolt CasX wail

Primarybolt forces/moments Secondary DOlt forces_momems

F: Tenstle force M: Benotnq moment

V: Shear force Q: Torsional moment

FIGURE 2. COMPONENTS OF A SHIPPING-CASK
BOLTED CLOSURE AND FORCES WHICH MAY

EXIST IN A CLOSURE BOLT

Top i = iasket
• O'

-| In preloading with a torque wrench, the bolt is stretched

indirectly. The torque is applied first to overcome the fric-
rod flange Cask tion between the bolt and the joint, and then to rotate the

'j wail bolt about its own axis. The rotation effects an advance-ment of the bolt into its counterpart and causes a compres-
sion in the bolted joint and a tension (preload) in the bolt.

Bottom The preioad achieved is determined by the applied torque
and the friction between the bolt and the joint. An approx-

FIGURE 1. SHIPPING CASK SHOWING CLOSURE imate empirical relation is used to relate the applied torque
BOLT POSITIONS to the achieved preload. Becauseof uncertainties in the fric-

tion, the preloading by a torque wrench is an imprecise
operation. Experience has shown that using a given torque

An applied load on the closure or closure joint can cause the resulting preload can have a scatter as large as +_30%of
all the forces and moments in the closure bolt except the its average magnitude (Bickford, 1990). This large uncer-
torsional moment, which is generated only when the bolt tainty in the preload should be properly considered in the
is preloaded by using a torque wrench. The preloading of a selection of preload and stress limits for closure bolts.
closure bolt is done to generate in the bolt an initial axial (More precise methods of preloading areavailable but less
tensile force, which is known to provide many benefits to convenient to use than the torque wrench.)
the bolt and bolted joint, for example, maintaining leak- By design, a bolt acts like a one-dimensional structural
tight quality, reducing fatigue damage,preventing vibration member. It is most capable of resisting deformation in its
loosening, increasing resistance to transverse load of the axial direction, and most loads applied to the bolted joint
bolted joint, would induce an axial force in the bolt. Therefore, the axial
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force is the primary force causing possible structural failure

of the closure boil "I I _bLi i

A tensile axial bolt force can be generated directly or in-
directly by applied loads. The bolt force generated direcdy
is the force required to maintain equilibrium with the ap .....

plied load. The force generated indirectly is due to the de- I,,, ,,,,_1 . i.,[[
formation of the components of the bolted joint. Figure 3 ]//// ///'1 I/////_A/////I
demonstrates the cause for such a force (the prying bolt U
force). In Figure 3, the bolt forces generated directly and in- _F:.t ,LF.L

directly are labeled as L and R, respectively. The force L • (a) R_idcasklid:nopryir_,hin_a i_nt
t'

required to maintain equilibrium with the applied load has
the same magnitude as the applied load. The magnitude of
the force R depends on the deformations of the the closure
lid, the cask wall, and the bolt, as demonstrated in Figure 3

for different deformations of the closure lid. i _

The prying force, R, can be significant in casks of large !JJJJ/JJl I"J'J idiameter. The original repoa of this work (Mok, Fischer

and Hsu, 1993) has derived and verified a set of approxi- _
mate formulas for the evaluation of the prying force gen- F,, L
erated by a circular fiat closure lid. Using the formulas, the _. F, F. P
report has also demonstrated the following: (1) A closure Ib) Rigidbo_: minimal prying, fixed ioin!
lid having adequate thickness to support the applied load
without permanent deformation may not have sufficiently k_L
stiffness to avoid the generation of a significant prying
bolt force; (2) A preload tends to enhance rather than reduce
the prying action, and the maximum prying force occurs
when the applied load nearly equals the preload; and (3) A
closure lid of one uniform thickness produces a greater pry-
ing action than a lid of two thicknesses. F_

The transverse shear bolt force is responsible for resist-
ing the sliding of the closure lid along the top of the cask _a _ F. L. R _, _. L, R
wall. Closure bolts are relatively ineffective in resisting If) Flexiblecask lidandboll:cons_lerableOcYing,parttnllyfixedjoint
sliding, and the sliding motion can be detrimental to the
gasket or seal of the joint. Therefore, a "tongue-and-
groove" closure lid is preferred to support the closure lid in FIGURE 3. THE DEPENDENCE OF PRYING AND
the transverse direction. In this case, the shear bolt force JOINT BEHAVIOR ON THE RELATIVE FLEXIBILITY

tends to be insignificant in magnitude and can be ignored OF BOLTED JOINT COMPONENTS
in the stress analysis of the closure bolt. On the other
hand, if the closure bo!t is the only component resisting
the transverse motion, then the shear bolt force should be with a circular closure lid, the prying action of a deformed
conservatively evaluated by ignoring the joint friction, closure lid would causea greater percentage increasein the

axial force than in the bending moment of the bolt.The bending moment in the closure bolt has the nature
of a secondary load (or su'ess)as defined in Subsection NB Therefore, the bending moment poses not only a limited
of The ASME B&PV Code (ASME, 1989). A secondary but also an insignificant threat to the structural integrity of
load is caused mainly by constraint, and its magnitude is closure bolts for shipping casks. For this reason, the stress
controlled primarily by the deformation rather than by the acceptance criteria suggested later in this paper for the
applied load. This is the case with the bending moment in hypothetical accident conditions do not consider the bend-
the closure bolt. The yielding of the bolt or the joint mate- ing moment.
rial would immediately limit the magnitude of the bending
moment. Moreover, the original report of this work (Mok,
Fischer and Hsu, 1993) has shown that for shipping casks
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INTERACTION OF BOLT FORCES/
MO M E N T S r,_,._o_

A bolted closure joint is a highly redundant (or con- ------ Appltodlo,ntloa d

strained) structure. Therefore, the bolt forces and moments - - - BoJtforce.,,_
can be interrelated and depend on the preload, the applied pry,nge,foct
load, and the deformation of the bolted closure joint. The L ....... Bolt force w,thout

--_ s _S prying effec.t

preceding section has already identified the relationships be- i;/" ,/'"
tween the bolt pmload and the applied torque, between the _" o..f /.; ...... _;,-._--_---_forCe R

shear bolt force and the joint friction, and between the bolt -,____:_.:_7"y; .

mom  .0 fooa,,ooof ipclosure lid. A valid stress analysis of the closure bolt Y

should properly include all significant interactions of the /
bolt forces and moments. ...... --

Among all bolt forces and moments, the axial bolt force AODt,_Io,nt_d
involves most interactions. Figure 4 demonstrates the in_ /a)AppliedIoa¢lloss than t_oltoreload

teraction of the axial bolt forces from the various causes, L _ ]__
namely, the preload (P), the applied load (L), and the pry- , _]__, ,_'x, /

• w_

ing action (R). The figure illustrates the following: / _.," I / ',, /\ ,, _

• For practical purposes, the bolt force can be considered fo,Ces°" ,,.., :/,, !I tJ/_' "_---'_":" "' " / "equal to the preload before the applied load exceeds the _/_ "
preload. After the applied load exceeds the preload the / i I/ \ I _ /

bolt load is equal to the applied load. /'" ! t\/\/ i pP• The bolt force due to prying snould be added to the ... =
bolt force due to the preload or to the applied load. Apptie£tioint load rime

To preserve the relationship among the various bolt (b) Applie01oadgreater thanbOllproload
forces/moments, the following stress analysis procedure is
suggested for the axial bolt force: FIGURE 4. TENSILE BOLT FORCES GENERATED

BY A FLUCTUATING APPLIED TENSILE LOAD
(1) Calculate the bolt preload from the preload torque;

then add the axial bolt force due to the temperature

difference between the bolt and the cask lid to ob- The original report (Mok, Fischer, and Hsu, 1993) con-
tain the resultant preload (P). tains detailed procedures for the evaluation of all bolt forces

(2) Calculate the axial bolt forces due to all simultane- and moments.
pus applied loads to obtain the applied load (L).

STRESS LIMITS
(3) Use the larger of the resultant preload (P) and the The stress criteria recommended here and in the original

applied load (L) as the resultant (non-prying) bolt report (Mok, Fischer, and Hsu, 1993) basically follow the
load. principle set forth in the the ASME Boiler and Pressure

(4) Use the resultant (non-prying) bolt force and the Vessel Code, Section Ill, Subsection NB for the design of
closure lid and bolt deformations generated by the Class 1 (the most safety-related) nuclear power plant corn-
applied load (L) to calculate the prying bolt force ponents (ASME, 1989). Tables 1 through 3 summarize the
(R). recommendations.

(5) Add the prying bolt force to the resultant (non-pry- High-strength bolt materiMs have limited ductility. It is
ing) bolt force (L or P) to obtain the total bolt essential to follow the ASME Code requirements for ira-
force, pact testing of bolts (Table 4). Appendix G of the ASME

Code (ASME, 1989) states that the test requirement is suf-
(6) Compare the total bolt force to the allowable, ficient to prevent the fracture of bolts under normal

operation conditions of a nuclear power plant.
The shear bolt force and bending moment can be simply

and conservatively obtained from the applied load by ignor-
ing their interactions with other bolt forces and moments.
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TABLE 1. STRESS ANALYSIS OF CLOSURE BOLT_--NORMAL CONDITIONS, PART i, MAXIMUM STRESS ANALYSIS

Load Cas_To Be _sidered Limits on Bolt Stresses Obtained Using Elastic Analysis

Gasket-seati_ kindor the maximum applied preload Sy: Minimmny_kl mze,_or m_e_txho f d_ bolxmm_d
Sin: Bmic aI]owa]ble_ limit for the bolt mletia], equal to 2/3 of Sy at th_ roomte_aperatutcor 2/3 of Sy at the

Loadcombmatu_s of all normalcondition loads plus the mimmwmllas_t load: o_imj, lem_rlme, whichever is less.

p_k_md Am ofthefelk_lq u.=_ mustbe
Minimum I_sket load Tension :

Pw.smueload Average sm:ss < Sm (Aliowabk saeas)
Tc_ load
Impact load Shear

Vibrationload Averagemess < O.fiSm (AJk_wzblcstrc_)

Tcnsioaplussl_csr

S_eu ratio= compulcdavcralcsucsslallowablc avcra_ sa_css
Rc S_essra6o foraverqle leasi]e_
Rs: Siva ratioforsverqesbe_suess

Rt_+RsJ< I

TcnsioD plusshear plus bcndm| plus residualtorsion

Forbolts havin| minimum tensilesn'enllth(Su) kss than 1OOksi
Maximummess im_sity < 1.5 Sm

Forbolts havh_ minknum Icnsilc menl_h (Su) f_macrthin lOOksi
Maxunummemimmsky < 135Sm

Nme_ The effect ofi_/_l, bondh_ andmsidml_ msl_uld bs ix_uded- N,-,_-of_ nmmai imdsm Nomc See Subsection63 f_tbe bmis of the suess Ihnils.
apec_ed Io lovem lhe bolt des_n. The maz_m applied_ is mually theu_rsl icmd.See Subae.ct_o65 In the abueuceof bondin| m_ s_sidualtorsion, the zns_Lcand _ su'csscs arc iovcror.dby _ l_'nitson tbc
for.,4,4._,,_.im_mn_a_ avengemesses.TheEmitforthecombinedsuessaxxli_nisless_emictive.unlessallmesseserep_e.,'nL

TABLE 2. STRESS ANALYSIS OF CLOSURE BOLTS--NORMAL CONDITIONS, PART il, FATIGUE STRESS ANALYSIS

Load Histories To Be Couidered Acceptance Criteria

Repcasedappliedprelold Mazimum cmamilativemmge factm-(U)duetoaller_athl8stremi_testslt7< 1.0

t.oad c_mbmauons of all normalcond_ laads plus th_miaimum Ip_u=tload; Forbolts havingminimumy_Id sU'cngthkss than I00 ksi

Opera, on pteload U_cASME Code.Section m. AppendixI. f_t/iluecurves1-9.0wi_ clmtic-moduluJ adjuslm_t
M_sknum |uket load Use fa_|ue suenlth_educti_factornotlessmm 4.0. unless itcan be shown otherwise
P_cume load

Tcmpcra_ load Forboltswithminimumyicldstrcngthgrcal_rthan1(_ ksi

m

Vibratio_load U',"ASME Code. Section _ Appe_d_t[,fatiguecurvesI-9.4withelastic-modulusadjusememUm fa_lue suenlth re,duc_ factornot Im _hm4
r'- _ shah be Vee-rypehaving minimumtoo! r_us no kss than 0.003 m.

Filletradiusattheendoftheshankshallbcsuchthattherlioofl't_ctradiustoshankd_mc_'r ssnot
_,_0._0 _

O

No_: Theeffectefpr_ bend/n|andn_sidualt_sionalahearshouldbe_ Therepea_edp_Imdisusua_the Noses:Thes_ f_illuecur_sa:e|iv_inASME BFV Code,SectionIII,A_ I_£ 3)-
_st lo,_d,anditshouldbereedtode_nninetheallowablelifeoftheclosu__ Thev_rat/ooloedb nat

cxpec_ _ be s_t_ficant unleu an_omnce _ e.._u e_e_ocssivebend_ andPryinl _ _ _
Modify _ designto e!/m/mm=_ cond/_on_ e.,..Sub,_Jon 6.5 for_ _r_

I
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RECOMMENDED PRACTICES.....

The present study has identified the following desirable
practices in the design and use of bolted closure for ship-. •
ping casks:

• Use protected closure lids mad bolts to avoid the shear

i _ load generated by a direct impact on the closure sys-

[
• • Use one or more of the following methods to mini-

_ i mize bolt prying and bending, which can cause exces-
_ _ =- sive bolt stress and fatigue:

_ _" "_ - Use a thick or stiffened closure lid.

Z _ _ _ ._ - Avoid using a lid of single uniform thickness.

_ "_'!i " ___ -'=-__ ii - Minimize the diameter of the closure lid or boltcircle.

_ _ _ _ _ _ ! _ - Locate applied loads close to the cask wall or

=__ ! d,,| __1 - Protect the closure lid from large applied loads.

i.., _ ip ,_- i - Isolate the bolted joint from rotation transmitted

*-* " _ from the closure lid and the cask wall.

_ 1__ j ,_ _ - Use sufficient preload to minimize leakage and fa-
.1 " = = Jl_ tigue, but avoid setting the preload value near the

_ _ magnitude of the dominant applied load,
8 • Use anti-vibration-loosening devices or other methods
t--

LuZ !] I tOmaintain a steady preload.

cl • Use gaskets (or seals) whose ability to maintain seal-
O ing does not vary significantly with the force and

o_I--- ]_ preload of the closure bolts.It _ • Minimize conditions like the misalignment of compo-
...a .l",n nents or large bolt hole clearances that can lead to sig-
m nificant bolt bending.

n- • Use bolls, gaskets, lubricants, and bolt tightening

u_ "_ procedures that minimize friction and resulting preload
0 .] _ variations.

_ • Maintain an adequate quality assurance program to pre-it. _
O _ clude the use of counterfeit, bogus, defective, and¢n _ "it_ "

>. _ _[ damaged bolts.
,a:_ _' _t__ - Conduct destructive and non-destructive acceptance

Z = _. tests of the bolts prior to the first use and inde-
X"_ pendently of the supplier.

LU ._ _ _.] - Visually inspect each bolt and its counterpart for
f-r- ._ ,._ unacceptable damage prior to each shipment.

, ,

"' im
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TABLE 4. ASME SECTION Iii REQUIREMENTS FOR BOLTING MATERIAL OF CLASS 1 COMPONENTS
.........

R_luir_t Code Section

Category Requirements for Details
, .

Gc_al Bob & studmateria_ Meel specifs_n no. lismd in AppendixI. Table I-1_3 NB2128

Nuz ma_ri_ _ _sc_0a oo. listed in Apl_x_l_ L TableI-1.3 orSA-194

Wmlx:rnm_rk_ MKtc ofv,me_t material

All bolfinI material includingbolt. stud,md nut:
tOU_I_U

Boil, dud, and au/d memisal size • Lit lit. shall be impact teled NB231 l(a)
=is the ctmq,yV-N_h (C,) metbed. NB2322.2(a)

NB2333

Specimensfromthe:bohm=material=hallIx:or/creedin the=xiJddirection NB2345
,,,,_th=m=_:hmnm=dtothe turfs=.

Throe specimens shall be lesled az_e lowc: of _e preiaad
_ er the im,_ ,m,im tempmmae.

Alltb:t_spot,tachss_tl meetth_followingCv nx_t:

Nominal _

",.,I 1 in. or less No let1 required No _.mrequited
OvemrIm.to4 m.,ix_. 25 No_
Ores4 m. 7.5 45

One restshall be made f_",-,,,'_lotof m_ial_

Examinatee l_.,.i_,l .i.. Ks_sd._ail_ml NB25m

1 in. or less Visua_in _ with NB7.582

Over I in.to 2 in.incl. Visualphm the magneticpmticle orthe liquid pem:uam
Ov_ 2 kz.m 4 in, incl. Visual plus the mqnetic particleor the liquid pmetne_ plm,the uhrammc u re,qui.,_.dby NB2583
Over 4 in. Visual plus the m_lnetic pesticle c¢ the liquid pmemm_ plustheullrascmic as requiredby NB2586

,,

m
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